
Why was Italy the center of the Renaissance? 

Trade 



Cause#1 – Need for goods & spices 

■  During Middle Ages, Europeans did 
not travel far from home 
■  Feudal system kept peasants on 

manor 
■  The Crusades (1100-1300) knights 

went to “Holy Land” in the name of 
God  

■  While in Middle East, many 
Crusaders learned of spices & Asian 
goods 

■  Italian merchants began to purchase 
these goods and sell them in Europe  

■  Many became RICH!  
 
 



Routes to the Crusades 



Cause#2 Fall of Constantinople 
(1453) 

■  1453 - Constantinople 
falls to Muslims  

■  Impact: 1. Europeans 
merchants forced to pay 
more for Asian foods  

■  2. Greek scholars left 
Constantinople for Italy 
to save Roman & Greek 
texts from being 
destroyed 



Causes#3: Invention of Movable type 

■  1440? German  Johann 
Gutenberg developed 
movable type & creates first 
Printing press.   

■  Texts no longer needed to be 
copied by hand  

■  Renaissance writers now 
could publish their work to 
more readers  

■  Thus, literature & ideas could 
spread much FASTER  

Matrix or “Mat” 



Characteristics 

■  Ren. Was 1300-1600? 
■  Spread from Northern Italy to rest of Europe 
■  Art & literature was influenced by Greek & 

Roman culture  
■  New values – support of the individual 
■  Italy was a thriving commercial center – 

merchants pay for art $$$$$$$$ 



Humanism 

■  An educational program that developed during 
the Renaissance  

■  1. Humanists were writers, poets, and teachers 
■  2. Stressed human individuality & creativity of 

MAN  
■  3. Humanists supported Secular values – 

worldly pleasures of life, they lived more in the 
here & now 



Humanism 

■  4. Questioned Medieval teachings because they 
were rigid and did not allow experimentation   

■  5. Studied Ancient Roman & Greek texts often 
re-copied them in their vernacular 

■  6. Studia Humanitatis – liberal arts program of 
poetry, history, rhetoric, & grammar – needed to 
become a good citizen 

 
 



Humanists re-learned the  
classics of Greece & Rome  



Rise Italian City-States 

■  Italy was not unified!  
■  Instead cities became 

powerful trading centers, 
especially in the North 
■  Venice  
■  Genoa  
■  Florence  
■  Papal States (Church) 

 



Patrons (patronage) 

■  As Northern Italy became wealthy 
from trade … 

■  Many merchants began funding 
ART WORK 

■  Patrons were financial backers of 
art 

■  Catholic Church also funded art 
■  Medici Family (Patron of Arts) 
■  Ruled Florence in 15th  & 16th century 

■  Banking family (#1 in Europe)  

■  Tremendous family wealth  Lorenzo de Medici  

(1449-1492) 



Both paintings contain an image of baby Jesus 
and Mary. Compare and contrast both paintings, 

bullet point 5 observations 

1 2 



Madonna & Child 



Medieval vs. Renaissance Art 

■  Medieval Art 
■  5th – 14th century  
■  No use of perspective   
■  Figures not life like  

■  not proportional  
■  Religious themes 

■  Halos reps. holiness 
■  Gold reps. Heaven   

■  Abstract in nature   
■  Flat like images, 2D 

■  Renaissance Art 
■  Late 14th – 16th century  
■  Captured natural world & 

emotion  
■  Symmetrical & proportional 

figures 
■  Depth in images  
■  Commoners included 
■  Artists became more 

respected & some even 
wealthy & famous 

  





Medieval art 



Commercial Revolution 

■  1300s – Black plague kills 25% of 
Europe’s population  

■  By 1400s, population rebounds 
■  An increase in demand for goods led 

to  
■  Businesses being opened & goods 

being exchanged more 
■  Decline of bartering & growth of 

cash 
■  Capitalism grows – private 

ownership of businesses & capital ($$
$). Profits kept by individual/
businesses not Gov’t  



What are the advantages & 
Disadvantages of bartering? 

VS. 



Effects of Commercial Revolution 

■  1. Serfs fled manors for better jobs in Towns 
■  2. bartering declined as people used cash to buy 

goods 
■  3. Banking grew as people needed loans for 

businesses  
■  4. New Businesses flourish as trade grows – 

CAPITALISM!    



Theme Essay – Turning Points are major events 
that have led to lasting change 

■  Task – using the Renaissance as your example of a 
Turning Point …  
■  BP1 - Describe the historical circumstances that led to the 

Renaissance – why did it happen and when and where did it 
happen 

■  There were multiple historical circumstances that led to the 
Renaissance 

■  BP2 - Explain how the Renaissance changed the course of 
history “Throughout the course of history the Renaissance 
has changed/affected/altered people think and believe.” 

 



Instructional Aim: SW prepare for their 
Renaissance exam by assessing, analyzing, and 

applying key concepts in their essay study guide. 

■  DO NOW: 9.23.2014 
■  1. Continue your notes from Monday -  
■  Behavioral Aim: SW prepare their study exam sheet by 

utilizing the key terms/concepts from the Renaissance 
■  Key Questions: Who was Machiavelli and what were 

his arguments in The Prince 
■  CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RH.9-10.1  
■  Assignment: Extra Credit - Complete Outline get 5% 

bonus on Exam 
■  Tutorial after school – work on HW#5 and exam prep 



Jewish Holiday break assignment 

■  Complete chart as you go through slides on Art 
presentation  

■  On back on chart:  
■  Come up with 2 questions about the styles or a 

specific work of art  
■  Summarize what you learned in a paragraph  



Machiavelli (b.1469-1527)  

■  Italian humanist who wrote  
■  “The Prince” - 1513 

■  Wanted a Italy united, but 
saw weakness in their 
division  

■  Beliefs – only a strong 
powerful leader could impose 
order on a selfish people  

■  Rulers should do whatever is 
necessary to maintain power 

■  “The end justifies the means” 



Highlight the following concepts/
terms in your notes 

■  Humanism 
■  Classical culture  
■  Patron  
■  Causes of Renaissance  
■  Commercial Revolution 
■  Capitalism  
■  Machiavelli  
■  Printing Press/Movable Type 
■  Why was Italy center of Renaissance? 



 
 

1. Realism &  
Expression 

■  Expulsion from the Garden 
of Eden 

■  By Masaccio 1427 
■  Life like subjects 

■  Muscles, faces, hair, 
flesh 

■  Figures show human 
emotion 



Controversy over Nudity- The fig leaf  



2. Perspective & Symmetry 

Perspective! 
Perspective! Perspective! 
Perspective! Perspective! 

➢ Linear Perspective 
➢ Adds Depth to  

image 
➢ Artist shows 

space 
➢ Painting looks 3D 

 
 

 

Perspective! 
Perspective! 

� The Trinity 
� Masaccio 

1427 
 
 

What you are, 
I once was; 
what I am, 

you will 
become. 



Linear Perspective adds DEPTH 

Wedding of the Virgin  Mond Crucifixion  
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3. Classicism in 
Sculptures & architecture 

� Ancient Greco-Roman 
influence. 
� No obvious religious 

significance 
� Symmetry/Balance 
� Individualism → free 

standing figures 
� Pillars & symmetrical 

buildings 

Michelangelo’s 
“David” (1501-1504) In the 

Contrapposto pose 



A Dome revival … 
A Comparison 

    Il Duomo          St. Peter’s        St. Paul’s           US capital  
(Florence)          (Rome)           (London)            (Washington) 

The Romans were the first to use domes 



Lincoln Memorial – Classical?? 


